Interaction of two cis sites with the RNA replicase of the yeast L-A virus.
L-A is a 4.6-kilobase double-stranded RNA virus of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The in vitro L-A replication reaction ((-)-strand synthesis) requires an internal site 400 bases from the 3' end in addition to the 3'-terminal 30 nucleotides of the L-A (+)-single-stranded RNA. Elimination of the internal site reduces the template activity 5-10-fold. Here we investigate how the internal site can stimulate the replication reaction which starts at the 3' end of the template. When these two sites are split into two distinct RNA molecules, the internal site can no longer stimulate replication (no trans-activation). However, establishment of an intermolecular hydrogen bonding between these RNAs restored the replication-enhancing activity of the internal site. This result is consistent with a model wherein L-A's RNA polymerase interacts first with the internal site and then with the 3' end site by either looping or by a local dissociation-reassociation mechanism. These results, however, clearly eliminate anchored tracking and sliding models which require continuity of the RNA molecule between these two cis sites.